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I see that more and more local WA councils are gradually doing away with the traditional kerbside [bulk 
and green waste] collection in favour of mini skip bins. 

Yet the govt constantly telling us that they are serious about reducing the impact on the environment and 
reducing the amount of rubbish that goes to landfill etc? 

Getting rid of the kerbside bulk collection appears to contradict these claims. 

China; where the majority of our "recyclable waste" used to go is no 
longer taking any of the recyclable waste from Australia for processing -
which means more rubbish in landfill 

If the govt is serious about reducing landfill then they should make kerbside collections compulsory for all 
[metropolitan] councils. 

Kerbside collections allow people to collect old furniture and electrical items then either restore re-purpose 
them; whereas when they are chucked into a mini skip it all ends up in landfill as the waste collection 
companies don't have the time or resources to sort through it - and very few rubbish dumps have what are 
called "tip shops" 

I understand that some councils have stopped kerbside collections because of "excessive dumping" - usually 
by people from outside of the local area and in parks or empty blocks of land. the other reason is because of 
residents complaints about people who patrol the street at night with high intensity torches making a noise 
as they go through the rubbish and leaving a mess. 

Most people that collect off of the kerb to restore stuff are generally thoughtful considerate people and don't 
make a mess but like with most things its the minority that ruin it for the majority 

However; having said all that.. I propose a possible solution . Whereby the Department of Local Govt 
[introduce a range of colour coded permits; which would allow the permit holder to collect specific/certain 
items 

White - Everything 
Yell ow - Small Electrical [TVs Stereos DVD Players] 
Orange - Large Electrical [Fridges] 
Red - All Electrical] 
Pink - Mattresses 
Blue -Toys 
Green - Furniture 
Black - Tools 

The Yellow-Black Permits for specific items could be $50 each and the White permit allowing them to 
collect everything could be $400 

This would allow people who have either come to rely on collecting items off the kerbside to supplement 
their income or have created businesses 
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off of it to continue to do so.It would also raise extrare venue for the councils which would help them pay 
for the waste collection companies to collect the remaining rubbish or more ranger patrols to check if 
collectors have the correct permits or fine those who are trawling the area at night 

People who collect off the kerb are not only helping the 
environment by reducing landfill but also helping reduce the number of 
trips the wasre removal crews have to make to the rubbish dumps because 
by taking a table from this pile, a outdoor setting from that pile etc .. 
it leaves more room in the rubbish truck for other rubbish. 

The permits could be obtained from WALGA [upon completion of an application form [to make it an 
official record]. and would apply to ALL council Areas. The council areas in which the permit holder is 
allowed to collect from could also be included on the permit. via a series of numbers which collectors could 
select from when completing the application form such as: l.Arrnadale - 2 .Bassendean - 3. Bayswater - 4. 
Belmont - 5. Cambridge - 6. Canning ... etc for all councils in the Perth Metro areas and 30 for all areas 

If you are pulled over by the 
cops or the local ranger and you don't have the correct permit or any 
permit for the items you are collecting you are fined. The Permits would 
be available from W ALGA and apply to all council areas and the $ from 
the permits would be distributed among the councils thereby creating an 
additional source of revenue 

Tis is just one of my proposals in relation to improving local government - the details of which can be 
discussed in further detail if required 

Patrick Lyons 
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